Conventional engine efficiency is ultimately
limited by crankshaft kinematics.
The internal combustion reciprocating engine (ICRE) has a high
theoretical efficiency (greater than 80%). In practice, the
crankshaft is cost effective at providing rotary shaft power output
from an ICRE, but it causes substantial energy losses during
combustion and power extraction - resulting in a cycle average
brake thermal efficiency (BTE) in the range of 20 to 30%.
What is there about the crankshaft that causes such a drastic
reduction in conventional ICRE efficiency? The kinematics of the
crankshaft requires the combustion process to be force fit into a
continually changing combustion chamber volume; which is
produced by the piston reciprocation resulting from the ongoing
crankshaft rotation. This distorted combustion event causes
heavy energy losses for all types of combustion: SI, CI, and even
HCCI. Additionally, the compression ratio (CR) of conventional
ICREs is limited to modest levels by the knock properties of the
fuel used, typically 8:1 to 10:1 with SI and 16:1 to 20:1 with CI.
Furthermore, to maintain traditional flame front combustion,
fuel/air mixtures must be excessively rich, for the available CR
and associated expansion ratio (ER). i.e. Conventional ICREs
require remarkable over fueling to sustain combustion.
It is well known that the ideal Otto cycle has the highest
theoretical efficiency of all gas expansion engines. The key to
implementing its high efficiency potential is the use of constant
volume combustion (CVC) coupled with an ER higher than can
be reached in a conventional ICRE. But, CVC is impossible to
realize using a crankshaft! The only time the combustion
chamber is not changing volume is for an instant at top dead
center (TDC) - when there is a zero length moment arm. Thus,
conventional flame front combustion must be timed to peak after
TDC and it then continues for many crank angle degrees (CAD)
after TDC. As a result, it is far from a constant volume process.

When fuel was inexpensive and there was less concern about
emissions we could accept the crankshafts’ consequences. A
future of ultra low emissions regulations and an inexorable global
demand for fuel, with its attendant rising cost, requires better.

For the ICRE to be suitable to emerging needs and realize
its full potential, we must replace the venerable crankshaft.
Fortunately, there exists a unique combination of unconventional
ICRE architecture, combustion process, and operating method
that can produce a 30:1 to 50:1 CR/ER. By using full load range
HCCI of lean fuel/air mixtures, it can cost effectively provide
greater than 60% cycle average BTE. This engine was disclosed
in U.S. patent 7,258,086 (and related foreign patents). It is now
designated the Otto 3GTM engine (formerly the FS-FPE).
For information about a fundamentally different ICRE please
proceed by selecting:
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Introduction
• Conventional ICRE architecture force fits combustion (SI, Diesel & HCCI/PCCI) into slider‐crank
kinematics – resulting in significant energy losses. Furthermore, combustion is inherently
stochastic and introduces cyclic variability from one stroke to the next, causing additional losses.
• Conventional ICRE losses can be greatly reduced by using alternative combustion methods
and suitable ICRE architectures.
• Constant volume combustion, followed by work extraction during the gas expansion stroke, is
essential to realizing the highest efficiency from the Otto cycle. But, constant volume
combustion is impossible to achieve with the slider‐crank kinematics of the conventional ICRE.
• HCCI/PCCI, in the rapid combustion mode, can effectively produce constant volume
combustion ‐ over the full load range of an ICRE.
• Free‐piston engine (FPE) architecture is capable of supporting the rapid combustion mode of
HCCI/PCCI. However, historic two‐cycle FPE architectures1 utilize integral power extraction
devices for a controlled stroke and CR; which impedes use of the HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion
mode.
• A four‐cycle, four‐cylinder, FPE with a floating stroke (FS‐FPE) and indeterminate CR can fully
utilize the advantages of the rapid combustion mode of HCCI/PCCI, essentially attain constant
volume combustion and produce high CR/ER (30:1 to 50:1). The FS‐FPE is ideally suited to
exploit the high octane rating of NG and is expected to provide a road load BTE >60% and peak
load BTE >50% ‐ thus dramatically improving cycle‐average vehicle fuel efficiency.
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ICRE Theoretical Efficiency is > 80%.
Unfortunately, practical ICREs fall far short of theoretical efficiency and have limited potential for
improvement. For example, K. D. Edwards, et al., ORNL, presenting at the DOE 2012 Vehicles
Technologies Program Review2, projected that a conventional Light Duty ICRE (1.9l Diesel) has the
possibility of increasing BTE;
• at road load from 25.9% to 35.4% (a gain of 36.7%) and,
• at peak load from 42.3% to 47.8% (a gain of 13%).
In considering the full potential of conventional ICRE, the participants at the 2010 Transportation
Combustion Engine Efficiency Colloquium3 concluded:
• The maximum BTE expected for slider‐crank engines is about 60%, assuming cost is not a
constraint.
• Achieving BTEs >60% will require radical changes to present engines, including cycle
compounding, new engine architecture, and more constrained combustion reactions.
Other major points reported from the Colloquium include:
• The practical limit for the peak BTE of slider‐crank engines is significantly <60% when these
additional factors (particularly cost) are considered.
• The central efficiency objective should be higher cycle‐average vehicle fuel efficiency, not just
higher peak engine efficiency. Focusing on peak efficiency alone can potentially lead to
suboptimal cycle‐average efficiency.
• Especially for R&D oriented to the longer term, many of the assembled experts felt it is
important to emphasize new engine concepts and "out‐of‐ [the]‐box" thinking.
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Conventional ICRE efficiency is limited by slider‐crank kinematics.
The crankshaft provides a cost effective means of producing rotary shaft power. But, it requires
that combustion be force fit into the slider‐crank kinematics, thereby incurring meaningful losses:
• The compression ratio (and hence efficiency) is knock limited (SI, CI & HCCI/PCCI).
• The charge cannot be brought to an “extreme state” (the optimal condition)4 & 5a prior to
combustion, thereby increasing entropy generation (vs. the optimal condition).
• It is impossible to realize constant volume combustion (optimal condition)5b with
conventional ICRE architecture and combustion methodology, as combustion continues over
many crank‐angle‐degrees (CAD).
• It is impossible to use the expansion stroke exclusively for work extraction (optimal
condition).5c In conventional ICRE, work extraction must occur concurrent with ongoing
combustion ‐ resulting in "burn duration" losses (particularly so in Diesel engines).
• To maintain flame‐front combustion, SI engines are substantially over‐fueled for the work
extraction available from the charge expansion ratio (ER)6 Over‐fueling of SI engines also
produces a poor specific heat ratio. Both of these conditions significantly reduce BTE.
• CI engines (Diesel) achieve higher CR through in‐cylinder mixing and have better specific heat
ratios resulting in somewhat improved efficiency than that of SI engines ‐ but at the cost of
higher burn duration losses and engine out emissions.
To realize higher BTE, than is attainable from conventional ICRE, requires alternative combustion
7
methods, e.g. HCCI/PCCI ‐ in conjunction with suitable alternative engine architecture.
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HCCI/PCCI in conventional ICRE
Combustion is inherently a stochastic process.
• Conventional ICRE flame‐front combustion is strongly influenced by charge mixing and other
factors which exacerbate combustion randomness, e.g. cylinder temperature variance,
charge stratification, fuel droplet evaporation in a Diesel.
• Cyclic variability thus becomes a major source of additional energy loss in conventional ICRE ‐
as the combustion of the charge includes a random aspect and thus may not be optimally
timed with the slider‐crank kinematics on any given cycle.8
HCCI/PCCI combustion is an attractive alternative to flame‐front combustion9 ‐ it can;
• be brought to an "extreme state" (by reaching a high CR at a rapid rate),
• utilize very lean mixtures (avoids over fueling and has favorable specific heat ratios),
• effectively provide constant volume combustion (< 1 CAD equivalent) and,
• reduce cyclic variability.
However, as used in conventional ICRE, HCCI/PCCI combustion heat release and pressure rise rates
are limited – by the slider‐crank kinematics (i.e. the knock limit). Consequently, HCCI/PCCI heat
release and pressure rise rates must be deliberately moderated, e.g. by charge cooling, charge
stratification, EGR, air/fuel ratio control, dual fuels (reactivity control), LTHR/ITHR enhancement,
etc. As in the case of flame‐front combustion (SI & Diesel), these moderated modes of HCCI/PCCI
combustion are being force fit into the slider‐crank kinematics. To date, these methods have had
only partial success and HCCI/PCCI has been applied only over a limited load range in certain
engines. But, HCCI/PCCI has an intrinsic "rapid combustion" mode that can produce much higher
engine efficiency than these moderated modes, and it will be discussed next.
Index
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The Two Distinct HCCI/PCCI Modes of Combustion
HCCI/PCCI is essentially a function of combustion kinetics. When a critical CR is attained,
typically 30:1, and with the charge temperature in the range of 1,000 K (H2O2 decomposition
completion) HCCI/PCCI combustion is very rapid (typically 50 – 200µs) ‐ with commensurately
high heat release and pressure rise rates (essentially producing constant volume combustion).
Rapid compression machines (RCM) are laboratory tools utilized for combustion investigations
and are useful in understanding the intrinsic properties of HCCI/PCCI and assist in its utilization.
They consist of a single cylinder that is pre‐charged, then the piston is driven to compress the
charge causing ignition of the charge. The rapid
Figure 1 ‐ SNL RCEM, air‐only cycle
compression expansion machine (RCEM) is a unique
variant of RCM. In the RCEM an expansion stroke
immediately follows the compression stroke ‐ more
closely emulating ICRE operation. Figure 110 provides
plots of pressure and temperature depicting a
single compression stroke that is followed by an
expansion stroke ‐ from an experiment in the
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) RCEM. This is a
motored stroke utilizing an air‐only charge, i.e. no
combustion. Note the RCEM capability to generate
high CR (50:1) and temperature (1,200 K). Note that
at 28:1 CR the air‐only charge temperature exceeds
1,000 K (typical HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion point).
Index
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HCCI/PCCI exhibits two distinct modes of combustion. Figure 211 is data from 12 runs of iso‐octane
in the SNL RCEM with the CR ranging from 17:1 (partial oxidation run) to 31:1 (full oxidation runs).
In the primary mode, the charge rapidly attains a critical CR, has little or no LTHR/ITHR and rapid
combustion and full oxidation is produced. If the critical CR is not attained, HCCI/PCCI combustion
progresses in the slower, partial oxidation, secondary mode. Partial oxidation is a sub‐optimal
condition for ICRE operation.
Figure 2 ‐ SNL RCEM, iso‐octane
In figure 2, the plot with rapid combustion
at a CR of 26:1 illustrates optimal
compression of the charge, i.e. the rapid
combustion of the charge occurs exactly at
the turning point of the piston motion, from
the compression stroke to the expansion
stroke, effectively providing constant
volume combustion. Runs made below a
26:1 CR are under compressed and above a
26:1 CR are over compressed. Moderate
over or under compression has little effect
on combustion efficiency – but is relevant
to other aspects related to engine usage,
e.g. GEV timing. The partial oxidation run
was substantially under compressed at a
17:1 CR.
Index
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Figure 312 illustrates HCCI slow oxidation vs.
rapid combustion. Note that below the critical
CR of 31:1 (plots 28_01, 28_ 02 and 28_03)
rapid combustion is not realized and slow
oxidation occurs during the expansion stroke
(an ICRE sub‐optimal work extraction
condition).

Figure 3

While plots 28_04 and 28_11 indicate rapid
combustion, it does not occur until after the
piston turning point, hence these charges are
somewhat under compressed. The slow
oxidation charges are significantly under
compressed, i.e. failing to reach rapid
combustion. The rapid combustion mode of
HCCI/ PCCI combustion has the equivalent effect of knock. Thus, conventional ICRE HCCI/PCCI
must be moderated to avoid the detrimental effects of an excessively fast heat release rate and
the consequential high pressure rise rate. Furthermore, the stochastic nature of combustion
exacerbates timing of the HCCI/PCCI with the slider‐crank kinematics. Moderated HCCI/PCCI, as
used in conventional ICRE, is a variant of the slow oxidation mode of combustion. The HCCI/PCCI
rapid combustion mode can effectively produce constant volume combustion, but as noted
previously, requires unconventional ICRE architecture to do so. The FS‐FPE is tailored for the use of
HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion and the prominent features of its design will be discussed next.
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The Floating Stroke Free‐Piston Engine (FS‐FPE)
Overview
The FS‐FPE is a third generation Otto‐cycle engine. It uniquely transforms the original award
winning free‐piston engine (FPE) architecture conceived by Nicolaus Otto in 1864 (that then
doubled the efficiency of contemporary engines), combines it with his 1876 invention of the four‐
stroke Otto‐cycle engine and then couples those with state‐of‐the‐art HCCI/PCCI combustion,
modern materials and, electronic control methods into a "floating" stroke FPE (FS‐FPE) engine
architecture. We like to think it’s what Dr. Nicolaus August Otto would have done as his third
generation engine architecture ‐ if he had our modern technologies available in his time.
Therefore, the FS‐FPE architecture was designated the Otto 3G engine.
Reaching the unprecedented compression ratios of 30:1 to 50:1 (varying with fuel/air ratio), the
Otto 3G engine is ideally suited to take full advantage of the high octane rating of natural gas
(NG) to achieve >60% BTE. We had Dr. S. Goldsborough, then teaching at Marquette University,
perform a comprehensive modeling of NG combustion in the FS‐FPE, affirming that, with charge
conditioning, the CR/ER of 30:1 to 50:1 could be attained with NG. As the engine is inherently
fuel flexible, gasoline was also modeled ‐ with positive results. These models further show the
Otto 3G engine produces low levels of engine out emissions, requiring minimal aftertreatment.
At the invitation of the U.S. DOE, we have presented the Otto 3G engine design at DEER
conferences ‐ which provided superb opportunities for an extensive scrutiny of the design by
Index
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global engine experts. With this market perspective, we have refined the design sufficiently to
now be positioned to enter a 1.6l prototype engine development and test program.
The FS‐FPE design precept abandons the traditional force fit of combustion into engine
architecture and kinematics. The FS‐FPE instead fits the engine architecture and kinematics to the
HCCI/PCCI combustion kinetics – by adopting a floating stroke operating method for the
implementation of full load range HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion. In this mode of operation each
stroke, and consequently the CR, is indeterminate (floating). The charge properties are pre‐
determined (initial charge temperature, pressure and fuel/air ratio) for the engine load and a CR is
predicted, but the resulting HCCI/PCCI combustion event determines the actual stroke and CR.
The stochastic nature of the combustion causes the stroke and CR to vary or "float" slightly ‐ from
one cycle to the next. The load must be coupled with the engine in a manner to accommodate the
floating stroke. In the 1.6l prototype FS‐FPE design this is accomplished with a mechanical rectifier.
The FS‐FPE architecture departs from historic FPE by utilizing four‐cylinders and operating on the
four‐stroke Otto cycle. It uses the conventional poppet GEV, thereby avoiding the limitations
associated with gas exchange ports. It retains the inherent variable CR of all FPE, but does not
utilize any integrated devices for stroke and CR control (such as a bounce chamber and/or linear
alternator, thus avoiding the limitations of those devices), consequently the GEV operation must
be electronically synchronized with the floating stroke.
GEV synchronization is achieved using variable valve actuation, instituted by an SRM algorithm
(executed within the ECU) which predicts the CR of each stroke. The algorithm is based on sensing
the actual CR of each cycle and comparing it to the previously predicted CR and then updating the
algorithm probability density function parameters and GEV timing. The gas exchange valves
Index
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operate as a master/slave system, consisting of a cam actuated hydraulic pump (master) with
electronic "digital" control valves (variable valve action) and hydraulic cylinder (slave) actuation of
the poppet valve. The ECU and GEV mechanism will be addressed subsequently in greater detail.
With this FS‐FPE architecture and operating method, the charge can be brought to an extreme
state prior to combustion and essentially produces constant volume combustion, which is
complete prior to work extraction (occurring during the expansion stroke) ‐ both of these
conditions being near optimal thermodynamic events (that can be attained in an ICRE).
The FS‐FPE shown in figures 4 and 5 utilizes a quad piston arrangement coupled with an oscillating
pivot shaft ‐ which places each piston pair on opposite sides of the pivot shaft. The oscillating
pivot shaft rotates, CW then CCW, typically in the range of 90 degrees ‐ as illustrated in figure 6.
The cylinder bore is 2.5" and stroke is 5.0" ( at 40:1 CR ). Pistons and rings are state of the art HD
Diesel engine steel construction.
The pivot shaft oscillating motion may be used for direct drive of a compressor, hydraulic pump, or
electrical generator. However, figures 4 and 5 depict an FS‐FPE engine with an optional rotary
shaft power output ‐ achieved by utilizing a mechanical rectifier integrated with the pivot shaft.
The mechanical rectifier will be addressed subsequently in greater detail.
Engine starting is accomplished by an electro‐hydraulic system consisting of pump, valve, and a
pair of pistons that alternately rotate the pivot shaft CW then CCW. The hydraulic starter provides
an initial CR > 30:1.
Index
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Figure 4 ‐ The 1.6L FS‐FPE prototype design
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Figure 5
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Figure 6 is a cross‐section through the FS‐FPE at the center line of the front cylinders.
The left illustration shows the start of an intake and exhaust stroke, the center illustration shows
mid‐stroke and the right illustration shows the end of the intake and exhaust stroke. The pivot
shaft oscillates 90o CCW, from the left illustration to the right illustration. The sequence of
operation for GEVs and the related master/slave electro‐hydraulic system noted in bold dark text.
Figure 6
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Figure 7 ‐ GEV operation sequence

GEV operation in the FS‐FPE
The stochastic nature of combustion, that causes
the FS‐FPE engine indeterminate stroke, requires
GEV actuation be sequenced by variable valve
action. The operation of the GEV system is
illustrated in figure 7. The upper illustration has
the GEV closed, the sequencing valve de‐
activated, and the pivot shaft and cam are full
CCW. As the pivot shaft and cam rotate CW to
the mid‐stroke position, in the center illustration,
the master hydraulic pump is driven by the cam.
This provides a pulse of hydraulic fluid to the
sequencing valve, buffered by the accumulator
until the sequencing valve opens. The ECU
determines the sequencing valve actuation time
and, when activated, the sequencing valve opens
the appropriate GEVs (intake & exhaust in
relevant cylinders). As the pivot shaft and cam
continue to full CW the hydraulic flow reverses
as the valve spring closes the GEV. The
sequencing valve is then de‐activated and
another activated, repeating the cycle in the
appropriate cylinders as the cam rotates CCW.
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Figure 8 – GEV hydraulic cylinder (slave)

Figure 9 ‐ GEV hydraulic
pump (master) cycle
Figure 8 illustrates the poppet valve,
actuation cylinder (slave), and solenoid valve
block. Conventional poppet valves are used
with hydraulic cylinder actuation. The
hydraulic pulse from the pump (master) is
directed to the proper valves (intake &
exhaust) by a digital sequencing valve set (4
valves) ‐ located behind the valve actuators.
Note: 1) The cylinder 2 exhaust valve is open,
and its slave hydraulic cylinder is extended ‐
the other three slave cylinders are retracted
and those GEVs are closed. 2) Exhaust and
intake valves could have separate
cams/pumps and valve blocks. Figure 9
illustrates the master pump operation
through a single cam actuation cycle.
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Using an SRM predictive algorithm in the Engine Control Unit (ECU)
The basic ECU functions are shown schematically in figure 10, ECU Block Diagram.
Based on load and engine speed, the ECU sets the charge parameters for the upcoming
compression cycle and predicts the CR. The ECU subsequently compares the CR prediction to the
actual CR realized in that cycle. The actual CR at ignition is determined from the ignition sensor
signal timing versus the pivot shaft angle sensor data (which provides piston position). Further,
comparing the ignition sensor signal timing to the the pivot shaft velocity sensor data (zero
velocity equals TDC) provides an indication as to whether the charge ignition was actually at the
piston turning point (i.e. ignition at zero velocity) or was over/under compressed at the time of
ignition (i.e. ignition before or after the piston turning point). The ECU also determines that the
critical CR was, in fact, reached and that rapid combustion occurred.
The FS‐FPE ECU program differs from other adaptive ECU programs by using the preceding process
to determine the CR at which charge ignition actually occurred, comparing it with the previously
predicted CR and statistically adjusting the next CR prediction. The ECU utilizes this analysis
method to modify the statistical range of the predictive algorithm (if warranted) and adjust the
timing of the subsequent gas exchange valve actuation ‐ such that based on the statistical limit of
the predicted CR, the exhaust valve will close in time to avoid contact with the piston then in the
exhaust stroke. This is an ongoing process from cycle to cycle. Additionally, the ECU averages the
actual ignition and predicted CR timing data and adjusts the charge properties to both meet the
operative cycle load/speed requirements but also cause the average HCCI/PCCI position to be at
the preferred position of the piston turning point.
Index
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Figure 10 ‐ ECU Block Diagram
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Rotary Shaft Power Output from an Oscillating Shaft
Figure 11 illustrates the mechanical rectifier used to provide rotary shaft power from the pivot
shaft oscillation. The mechanical rectifier consists of two Epilogics Inc. mechanical diodes that are
assembled onto the power output end of the pivot shaft. Each Epilogics diode is a planar
ratcheting one way clutch and consists of:
1) a circular pocket plate structure integrated into the face of a bull gear,
2) half of a dual faced circular notch plate, and
3) multiple spring loaded "struts" (one for each pocket in the pocket plate).
Thus, a complete rectifier consists of the double‐faced notch plate, two pocket plates, two sets of
springs, and two sets of struts (one set for each pocket plate). The bull gears are assembled back
to back with the notch plate between them, i.e. the dual faced notch plate is "sandwiched"
between the two pocket plates. The struts, with the springs underneath, are placed in the eight
(8) pockets in each pocket plate working face. The dual faced notch plate is splined to the pivot
shaft and oscillates CW and then CCW with it. The notch plate is assembled with a small gap
between it and the pocket plates. The pocket plates are assembled on plain bearings riding on the
pivot shaft and the integral gears rotate continuously in opposite directions to each other. The
pocket plate bull gears are driven by the "planar ratcheting" one‐way clutch action of the struts as
the notch plate oscillates with the pivot shaft. A pocket plate with its integral gear turns ~ 90
degrees with each stroke and drives a pinion with one‐half the number of teeth to produce ~ 180
degrees per stroke, i.e. there is a 2:1 ratio between the pinions and bull gears. The pinion gears
thus provide 360 degrees of output shaft rotation for two strokes ‐ the same as conventional
slider‐crank ICRE.
Index
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The two pinion gears, one for each pocket plate gear, are mounted parallel to the pivot shaft and
each are in mesh with one pocket plate. The pinions also intermesh with each other on the ends
extending beyond the pocket plate gear (above the notch plate region). Both pocket plate/bull
gear and the pinion gear sets rotate continuously, but the sets counter rotate to each other.
Figure 11
mechanical rectifier
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Referring to figure 12, from the lower left, with piston velocity at zero (TDC), HCCI combustion
occurs and the piston accelerates (blue plot) to a velocity sufficient to engage a CW pocket plate
strut with the respective notch plate (at red point). The CCW pocket plate is overrunning at this
time. The expansion stroke proceeds and the piston velocity decreases near the end of the stroke
and the CW pocket plate strut disengages from driving the respective notch plate (at green point),
i.e. before the end of the stroke both diodes will be overrunning. Both mechanical diodes remain
over‐running through the piston turning point, isolating the engine (and the combustion) from the
load. The pivot shaft reverses direction at the start of the next stroke (purple plot) and the cycle
repeats with a CCW pocket plate accelerating and a strut engaging the notch plate (at red point).
Lost motion is ≤ 1.8o, at the piston turning point. The diode is 98% mechanically efficient – within
the expected operating range (<18,000 cpm). With standard diode materials the MTBF, is
predicted to be 10,000 hrs. and with premium materials, > 40,000 hrs. (at an avg. of 1,800 cpm).
Figure 12 ‐ mechanical rectifier function diagram
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Charge Conditioning and Exhaust Energy Recovery
Charge conditioning controls engine intake air temperature and pressure ‐ coupled with fuel/air
ratio control (via NG injectors in each cylinder intake runner). Figure 13 illustrates the charge
conditioning air‐cycle refrigeration unit. It is a turbo‐machinery based system comprised of an
electrically driven supercharger, intercooler and turbo‐expander. Both the compressor and turbine
have variable geometry. The compressor and turbine are direct mounted on the high speed motor
shaft (both wheels can be Aluminum). The intercooler has variable ambient air flow provided by
an integral variable speed electric fan. For NG fueling, the charge air temperature is maintained
from 300K to 400K and the pressure adjusted from 0.75 bar to 2.0 bar (with ϕ from 0.20 to 0.60).
Exhaust energy is recovered by electric turbo‐compounding with a variable geometry power
turbine directly driving a high speed alternator. Electrical power is supplied to the charge
conditioning system and engine auxiliary devices. An energy storage unit buffers the alternator
loading and also provides engine starting power and vehicle electrical load service.

Figure 13 ‐ charge conditioning & exhaust energy recovery sub‐systems
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FS‐FPE 1.6l Prototype ‐ Predicted Performance
Figure 14 plots the performance
of the exhaust energy recovery
power turbine and the charge
conditioning system power use –
summed as Net PT Pwr. Output. In
figure 14, Net PT Power Output is
added to the Engine Power
Output for Total Power Output
(red). The engine operating
method is based on a constant
peak cylinder pressure of 300 bar
and a variable CR. The higher CR
(50:1) is at the lowest speed and
the lowest CR (30:1) is at the
highest speed ‐ varying linearly
with speed ‐ see the (blue) CR plot
in figure 15. This provides the
highest BTE at the lower end of
the operating range ‐ as seen in
the (green) Operating Efficiency
curve in figure 15. Note: NG (130
RON) would provide a slightly
higher operating efficiency than
that of methanol (109 RON).
Energy Transition Technology, Inc. (ETTI)
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Note: 1) engine bore
and stroke = 3.125”
2) Methanol fueled

Figure 15
Note: engine bore
and stroke = 3.125"
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This operating method provides improved vehicle drive‐cycle efficiency, as the highest engine
efficiency range is at road load. Engine downsizing or downspeeding, presently being pursued for
conventional ICRE, are not necessary with the FS‐FPE. Hybrid drives would not be beneficial in
most drive cycles – other than the recovery of braking energy (for ancillary device power).
A peak cylinder pressure (PCP) of 250 bar is the state of the art for a HD OTR Diesel engine.
Increased PCP is the subject of ongoing research and it is anticipated that 300 bar rated
components will be available in the near term. PCP causes severe loading on power cylinder and
crank‐train components. The crank moment arm at PCP (occurring soon after top dead center in
conventional slider‐crank engines) is minimal, thus limiting torque at PCP ‐ it is also a major
contributing factor in constraining peak pressures and pressure rise rates in conventional slider‐
crank ICRE. The geometry of the FS‐FPE is such that there is a substantial pivot shaft moment arm
near the equivalent to "TDC" and at the time of PCP. This feature increases torque and reduces the
loading on FS‐FPE components (compared to slider‐crank engines). Furthermore, (and even with
the long stroke of 1.6l FS‐FPE) the connecting rod in the FS‐FPE has an angular excursion half that
of a conventional ICRE, and the rod is vertical, or very near vertical, at the time of the combustion.
Both of these conditions substantially reduce the piston side load (compared to crankshaft
engines) and consequently lowers the resulting piston friction with the cylinder wall. FS‐FPE wrist
pin and pivot shaft bearings (also with lower angular excursions) are more tolerant to the PCP.
However, the oscillating motion of the pivot shaft and connecting rod necessitate either squeeze
film, hydrostatic, or roller bearings (squeeze film bearings shown in the 1.6l prototype design).
Note: A competing FPE design (two‐cycle, single‐cylinder), under development by Sandia National
Laboratories, is outlined in the ancillary information section.
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Facilitating the Use of Natural Gas as an ICRE Fuel
Current Limitations and Potential
NG has a high octane rating (130±) that is not put to full use in conventional ICRE due to the
inherent limits of the engine architecture, i.e. the slider‐crank constraint. While a moderately
higher CR is possible (than with conventional SI fuels) over fueling to maintain flame‐front
combustion is still necessary ‐ resulting in losses typical of an SI ICRE. The low energy density of
CNG also results in reduced engine efficiency and power (vs. Diesel) as well as lower vehicle
operating range. Historically, a CNG fueled SI ICRE has incurred a 10 to 15% efficiency reduction,
however, this disadvantage has narrowed in the last few years and is no longer a deciding factor.
NG technology advances have narrowed the power difference as well, e.g. the Cummins ISX12
Diesel maximum rating of 420hp and 1650 lb‐ft torque vs. the NG ISX12 G maximum rating of
400hp and 1450 ft‐lb torque. The FS‐FPE will provide competitive power output to that of these
engines. The low energy density of CNG dramatically reduces vehicle range, to between 25 to 30%
of that of comparable Diesel fueling ‐ which can be partially offset by installing higher volume CNG
tanks. By fully utilizing the high octane rating of NG, a BTE >60% can be provided by the FS‐FPE
and vehicle range improved to near that of Diesels. Additionally, vehicle operating cost will be
substantially reduced, NGV investment payback time shortened, NGV market penetration
accelerated and broadened and, the prospects of non‐transportation market segments enhanced.
Note: A comprehensive modeling effort of the combustion of NG in the FS‐FPE was undertaken to
define the parameters of the charge conditioning system required to secure full load range
operation in the rapid combustion mode. An outline of the modeling is provided in the ancillary
information section of this presentation.
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Summary
• The crankshaft provides a cost effective means of producing rotary shaft power. But, it requires
that combustion (SI, Diesel & HCCI/PCCI) be force fit into the slider‐crank kinematics, thereby
incurring significant losses. Combustion is inherently stochastic and introduces cyclic variability
from one stoke to the next, causing further losses.
• Constant volume combustion, followed by work extraction during the gas expansion cycle, is
essential to realizing the highest efficiency from the Otto cycle. But, constant volume combustion
is impossible to achieve with conventional ICRE slider‐crank kinematics.
• HCCI/PCCI, in the rapid combustion mode, can effectively produce constant volume combustion.
By utilizing a floating stroke operating methodology, the FS‐FPE can fully utilize the advantages of
the rapid combustion mode of HCCI/PCCI and concurrently accommodate combustion cyclic
variability.
• The FS‐FPE provides superior cycle‐average vehicle fuel efficiency by operating at a constant
peak cylinder pressure and variable CR, and could provide greater value than hybrid drive trains
(in most driving cycles). The FS‐FPE is also inherently fuel flexible, e.g. NG, gasoline and alcohols.
• The FS‐FPE, with a CR/ER range of 30:1 to 50:1, is ideally suited to fully exploit the high octane
rating of NG – further improving BTE over the entire drive cycle. A NG fueled HD FS‐FPE is expected
to attain >60% BTE at road load and >50% BTE at peak load ‐ thereby increasing NG vehicle range
to a more competitive level (vs. Diesel) and dramatically reducing NGV fueling cost (50%).
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End Notes
Click on the italicized document title and it will either open from our library or connect to an external link for the document source.

1. For a historical perspective of the FPE see the 2002 Aichlmayr, H. T., PhD. Thesis and the article
by Mikalsen, R. et al., 2008, A Review of FPE History and Applications.
2. Edwards, K. D., 2012, High‐efficiency Engine Systems Development and Evaluation, See slides
14 and 23, Road Load and Peak Load tables respectively ‐ illustrating existing vs. potential
Brake Thermal Efficiency.
3. Report on the Transportation Combustion Engine Efficiency Colloquium Held at USCAR,
March 3–4, 2010, See pages 2, 5 and 15 for the full context of the quotations.
4. Edwards, C. F. et al. GCEP Technical Report, 2004, II.4.2 Development of Low‐Irreversibility
Engines, See Conclusions, pg 185:
"This is consistent with the simulation results presented above, which indicate that work output of the engine is highest
when combustion is allowed to proceed at constant volume near TDC without attempting to extract work during the
reaction process. We therefore conclude that adiabatic, constant volume combustion at the minimum allowable volume
is likely to maximize the piston work output.“

5. Teh, K‐Y et al: Thermodynamic requirements for maximum internal combustion engine cycle
efficiency, Part 1, International Journal of Engine Research, Vol. 9, 2008 (subscription req.):
5a. See pg 463 Conclusions, col. 2
"Nevertheless, provided that heat loss can be kept low (or at least not exacerbated), then equilibrium (product) entropy
[Seq ] minimization, through steering of the reactants to the highest possible internal energy state before reaction –
following what may be called the ‘extreme state’ principle – remains the general strategy for minimizing the exergy
destroyed during combustion.“
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5b. See pg 456, col. 2
"In other words, the optimal operating cycle for the homogeneous, adiabatic IC engine model is approximately an
Ideal fuel–air cycle, consisting of the following sequence of processes:
(a) isentropic compression of the reactant mixture ‐ with its chemical composition frozen ‐ to the engine clearance
volume;
(b) constant‐volume combustion, converting the reactants into products at thermodynamic equilibrium;
(c) isentropic expansion of the equilibrium product mixture.“

5c. See pg 456, col. 1
"To summarize, in a typical IC engine subject to a compression ratio constraint, the optimal operating cycle that
minimizes the entropy generation due to combustion is:
(a) rapid compression of the reactant mixture to the minimum allowable volume set by the engine compression
ratio (while chemical reactions proceed);
(b) maintenance of the clearance volume until the cylinder pressure rises to its corresponding constant‐UV
equilibrium value (due to combustion);
(c) rapid expansion of the products.“

6. Edwards,C.F.et al. GCEP2007, Final Technical Report‐Development of Low‐Irreversibility Engines
See pg. 28
"It is the same issue of excessive heat loss that sets the upper limit on the compression (and hence expansion) ratio in
some Diesel engines. Large heat transfer losses are usually associated with poor surface‐to‐volume ratio, but the root
cause remains the requirement to cool the load‐bearing walls of the cylinder. In this connection it is worth considering
whether it may be possible to reduce the peak combustion temperature such that heat loss is less significant. One way
to do this is to operate away from stoichiometric equivalence ratios. We note that a peak temperature of ~1500 K
chosen to reduce heat loss would correspond to equivalence ratios in the vicinity of either 0.5 on the lean side, or just
over 2.0 on the rich side. The corresponding temperature ratio ~5 would require an isentropic expansion ratio in the
vicinity of 100:1—still well above typical values. In fact, in order to reduce the volume ratio to ~20, the temperature
ratio would need to be reduced to about 3:1 (peak temperature of 900 K) with corresponding equivalence ratios of
less than 0.25 or greater than 3.5.“
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7. Clarke, J., 2010 Transportation Combustion Engine Efficiency Colloquium, presentation excerpts:
•
•
•
•
•

"Opinion
Current CI and SI engines are ‘mature’ and very cost effective.
Over the years there have been many ‘radically improved’ engine projects that failed.
This does NOT mean there is nothing better.
It does mean that the better something will be different. ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
The classic piston and crank mechanism constrains thermodynamic efficiency.‐‐‐‐‐‐‐"

8. See Daw, C. S., et al., Cycle‐By‐Cycle Combustion Variations In Spark‐ignited Engines, for a
fundamental explanation of conventional ICRE combustion cyclic behavior. For additional
information on the topic see the Cyclic Variability collection in our library.
9. See Johansson, B. – Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition – the future of IC
Engines? This paper provides a basic presentation of HCCI combustion in conventional ICREs.
For additional Information on HCCI/PCCI see the ICRE HCCI combustion collection in our library.
10. Goldsborough, S.S, A Rapid Compression Expansion Machine for Chemical Kinetic (HCCI) Studies,
Paper #E22, Combustion Institute, WSS meeting March 2007, Fig. 4
11. Goldsborough, S.S, Autoignition of lean iso‐octane – air mixtures in an RCEM, Paper #07F‐62,
Combustion Institute, WSS Oct. 2007, Fig. 4
12. Goldsborough, S.S, Autoignition of H‐air Mixtures Under Dynamic Conditions using an RCEM
Investigating Transitions from rapid combustion to Slow Oxidation, Paper #C12, Combustion Institute
WSS meeting March 2007, Fig. 3
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Modeling of Natural Gas HCCI Combustion for
the Prototype 1.6l FS‐FPE
ETTI retained the services of Dr. Scott S. GoldsboroughA1, a recognized expert in the field of
HCCI/PCCI combustion in RCEMs and free‐piston engines, to analyze natural gas (and gasoline)
combustion in the FS‐FPE (based on the preliminary design of a 1.6L prototype engine). In order to
emulate the expected properties of the prototype engine, a basic single zone homogeneous
reactor model was augmented with additional parameters. These included cylinder heat loss,
crevice‐ringpack interaction, residual gas fraction and NOx generation and sensitization (as well as
a gasoline droplet evaporation sub‐model).
The purpose of this combustion modeling and analysis effort was to ascertain the range of initial
charge properties required to utilize natural gas (and alternatively gasoline) in the 1.6L FS‐FPE
prototype ‐ and thus define the performance requirements of the charge conditioning system.
The modeling has further confirmed the viability of the FS‐FPE attaining high compression ratios
and high efficiencies utilizing natural gas as a fuel (and gasoline as an alternative fuel in flex‐fuel
applications).
Previous analysis, using methanol as a fuel, indicated a realistic range of operating compression
ratios would be 30:1 to 50:1 and that was the CR range used for the starting point of this study.
A1. Then an Assistant Professor at Marquette University, now doing research in combustion at the Argonne National Laboratories, ES Division.
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The Homogeneous Reactor Model (HRM)
HRM Description
• Single‐zone combustion chamber with uniform temperature and composition
• No intake / exhaust processes, initially premixed
• LLNL HCT chemical kinetic solver
• Detailed chemistry for fuel ignition and NOx
• Residual gas fraction set to 1/CCR (0 GEV overlap)
• Heat transfer to cylinder, piston and head (modified Woschni model, SAE 2004‐01‐2996)
Note: Alpha should be 11.1, not 3.4 as is listed on page 10
• Multiple zone crevice‐ringpack model
(modified MIT model, SAE 2007‐01‐0169)
• Ringpack dimensions based on ETTI design
• FS‐FPE engine type piston trajectory (free‐piston)
• Evaporative cooling due to gasoline vaporization
Chemical kinetic mechanisms
• Natural gas: Curran et al., through c5‐, 2010
(c3.nuigalway.ie) ‐ 293 species, 1593 reactions
• Gasoline surrogate: Pitz et al., three components, 2009
(www‐pls.llnl.gov) ‐ 1386 species, 5802 reactions
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Chemical kinetic mechanisms continued
• NOx: compiled from recent literature, NOx sensitization
GRIMech3.0 (high temperature)
Glarborg, Dagaut et al. (HCN, HNO, NO2, etc.)
Naik et al. (fuel radical – NO2) 81 species, 440 reactions
Note: This modeling work encompasses the compression cycle, ignition, combustion, and
expansion cycle of the four‐stroke Otto cycle. The gas exchange strokes, i.e. intake and exhaust,
are not modeled in this work. In this modeling, heat losses ‐ during the charge compression,
combustion and expansion ‐ are taken into account by using a modified Woschni formula
developed (by others) specifically for HCCI/PCCI.
Selected results of the modeling work are presented herein in a series of graphs for natural gas.
Identical modeling was done for the gasoline surrogate but are not included herein. In general,
gasoline shows similar results as the NG but with the initial charge temperatures shifted lower.
In the plots developed from this modeling, the cylinder temperatures or pressures are plotted
against the instantaneous CR. Like the RCEM plots, the lower part of the plots depicts the
progression of the instantaneous compression ratio realized by the charge during the compression
stroke. The ignition and combustion event is depicted by the near vertical segment of the plot
seen to the right end of the compression stroke. The expansion stroke produces the declining
temperature or pressure illustrated in the upper portion of each of the plots.
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All of the plots exceed the critical CR required to
produce HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion. The
sequence proceeds CCW from the start of
compression, to ignition and combustion, and
then expansion. Note the cpm indicated on each
of the family of plots.
Figure A1 shows the charge temperature of a
series of plots of varying initial charge
temperature and pressure. Figure A2 shows the
charge pressure of the same series of plots.
These plots clearly show how the CR for ignition
shifts with the varying initial charge conditions.
Lower initial charge pressure requires a higher
CR. Also note that the range in the CR required
for CI, between lowest initial charge pressure
and the highest initial charge pressure,
decreases with the increase of charge pressure
from 0.50 bar to 2.0 bar. Note the changing
magnitude of pressure increases, (vertical lines)
from the start of combustion to the peak of the
pressure, resulting from the various charge
conditions. This pressure differential is indicative
of the potential power output of an engine.
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In figures A1 and A2, it can be seen that lower
initial charge pressure and/or temperature
requires higher CR – e.g. a charge with a
pressure of 0.5 bar and a temperature of 293K
requires a CR of 74:1, while a charge of 2.0 bar
and 373K temperature requires a CR of 32:1.
Note: Leaner charges (ϕ = 0.25) require higher
CR ‐ shifting the plots to the right, richer
charges (ϕ = 0.55) require lower CR, shifting the
plots to the left.
In figure A2, note the high peak cylinder
pressures (PCP) realized by the various charge
conditions. Many of these PCPs exceed the
limits of existing materials. Thus, it is necessary
to limit the charge conditions ‐ such as to
contain the PCP within allowable limits.

Figure A3

Figure A4

As shown in figures A3 and A4, a PCP limit of
300 bar was selected as the allowable limit –
based on anticipated near term improvements
in commercially available ICRE components, e.g.
Super Truck PCP, <280 bar, typ. 240 ‐ 260 bar.
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Figures A3 and A4, on the preceding page, illustrate selected initial charge temperatures and
pressures, at a phi of 0.35, and speed of 2,400 cpm, which would limit the peak pressure to 300
bar. The inlet temperatures are stepped in 20OK increments with the inlet pressure selected to
attain the 300 bar peak pressure. Given that the fuel/air ratio can be varied, along with initial
charge temperature and pressure, there is an extensive combination of charge conditions that can
be selected from ‐ so as to yield the desired peak cylinder pressure and power output.
Note that the available compression ratio covers a range from 32:1 to 54:1, at this fuel/air ratio –
vs. the target operating range of 30:1 to 50:1 CR. Also note the temperature rise and the pressure
rise are both the same proportion, typical of ideal Otto cycle performance. i.e. constant volume
combustion. The modeling determined that for the full speed and fuel/air ratio ranges, the
desirable CR range can be obtained utilizing charge temperatures and pressures consistent with
typical turbo‐charging and inter‐cooling methods based on commercially available equipment.
As will be seen in the next series of plots, lower speed requires reduced charge temperature.
Depending on the ambient temperature, this may require the use of a below ambient charge
cooling (refrigeration) system. Such a system, utilizing a supercharger, intercooler and turbo‐
expander has been incorporated into the FS‐FPE 1.6L prototype engine design.
From data developed by the modeling, over a range of initial charge temperatures and pressures,
and working within the 300 bar maximum cylinder pressure, a set of engine operating maps was
created. Figures A5, A6, A7 and A8 plot initial charge pressure and initial charge temperature for
phi ranging from 0.25 to 0.55 at 1200, 2400, 3600 and 4800 cpm.
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These maps illustrate the proximate overall operating region for natural gas fueling of the FS‐FPE.
The lower phi limit is bounded by CO production while the upper limit is bounded by combustion
“ringing”. The compression ratio is bounded (for the 1.6L prototype FS‐FPE) at 30:1 on the low end
and 50:1 on the upper end. The area within these bounds is viable for FS‐FPE operation – at a
peak cylinder pressure of 300 bar. Note that by viewing sequentially the 1200 cpm to the 4800
cpm graphs the operating range moves towards higher initial charge temperatures. At the same
time, the initial charge pressure moves slightly higher.
Figure A5
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Figure A7

Figure A8

Note that at 4,800 cpm the 0.45 phi and the 0. 55 phi converge and then cross over. This is due to
the small amounts of butane and propane within the gas mixture where these components have
substantial low temperature chemical reactivity. This results in earlier ignition, and a slightly
different trend ‐ as seen in the operating maps.
The modeling confirmed;
1) initial charge parameters are key in determining the critical CR required for rapid
combustion,
2) the ability to phase combustion in respect to the CR at the piston turning point and,
3) charge conditioning requirements can be met with existing technology.
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Figure A9 projects the levels of engine out NOx
Figure A9 – projected
for natural gas in the FS‐FPE . Note the grouping
Engine out NOx
of engine out emissions plots by the fueling
amount and within that group, by cpm. NOx
production is primarily a function of peak
combustion temperature and time at
temperature. At low equivalence ratios, the FS‐
FPE will produce NOx in the single digit ppm
range. The FS‐FPE is capable of high efficiencies
at low to intermediate loads. Lower equivalence
ratios can be utilized for road loads, thus exhaust
after treatment will be minimized. Intermediate
and peak loads will generate higher NOx levels
and require more after‐treatment. To reduce
engine out NOx emissions to acceptable
regulatory levels, a Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) or lean NOx Trap (LNT) exhaust aftertreatment system will be required (over part of the
operating range). SCR is a proven system capable of operating with acceptable performance.
However, the low exhaust temperature anticipated from the FS‐FPE is a critical consideration for
SCR catalyst selection. Alternatively, emerging commercial emissions reduction systems (e.g. LNT+
SCR) for lean burn versions of conventional ICRE are expected to be suitable for the FS‐FPE. With
NG fueling and HCCI/PCCI, particulate emissions are negligible and a DPF style filter is not
required. HC is also anticipated to be negligible, but is dependent on the ring pack actual
performance at 300 bar peak cylinder pressure (DOC use only if needed).
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Free‐Piston Engine Research and Development
Historic FPEs have essentially been limited to two‐cycle, two‐cylinder architecture, using either SI
or Diesel combustion ‐ which has not been proven advantageous over conventional ICRE.
More recently, HCCI/PCCI in the FPE has been the subject of analysis and experimentation, e.g.
the Volvo FPEC , and ongoing R&D by Van Blarigan et al. at Sandia National Laboratories.
The Volvo FPEC engine used a dual cylinder (back‐to‐back), two‐cycle, FPE with an integral linear
alternator located between the cylinders, using direct injected Diesel and HCCI/PCCI combustion.
The experimental unit had a 3.94" bore and a 5.1" stroke and typically a 20:1 – 23:1 CR and 15 to
50 kW output. Each stroke was dynamically controlled to attain a specific CR. As has been the
case historically for FPE, all integrated power extraction devices have inherent limitations that
impact engine functionality. Developing a linear alternator with acceptable properties proved to
be an intractable engineering task. Nonetheless, some analysis on linear alternator designs
continued into 2010. Consideration has been given to adopting an opposed piston and bounce
chamber architecture along with two linear alternators, but only a preliminary analysis of a linear
bearing has been published (2011). The engine size and geometry would be similar to that being
pursued by SNL. Given that the FPEC effort does not appear to be ongoing, no further discussion
of the design is undertaken herein ‐ see our library FPEC collection and/or U.S. 7,845,317 for
further details of the design.
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The SNL FPE R&D
SNL is developing an opposed piston, two‐cycle, FPE with integral dual linear alternators and
bounce chambers. PCCI provides full load range combustion at CR of 20:1 to 40:1. This SNL
program is the only known ongoing work on utilizing the HCCI/PCCI rapid combustion mode in an
engine. Figure A10 depicts a basic cross section of the present SNL FPE design – slide 6 of the SNL
ACE008 2012 status report. Figure A11 is a photograph of the system assembly.
Exhaust
Bounce chamber

Linear alternator

Intake

Linear alternator

Bounce chamber

Opposed cylinder

Pistons

Figure A10 ‐ the SNL FPE, longitudinal cross section
The linear alternators provide a means of energy extraction and piston motion synchronization as
well as CR control (instead of mechanical means typical of historic FPE). Bounce chambers are a
historic method used as FPE energy storage for the power required by the ensuing intake
/compression stroke and is extracted from the ongoing expansion/exhaust stroke. As in the case
of the FPEC, SNL previously attempted, unsuccessfully, to use only the linear alternators. However,
the linear alternator size & power limitations necessitated the addition of the bounce chambers.
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Figure A11, The SNL FPE, as of ACE008 2012 status report, slide 10
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The SNL FPE has a rating of 30kW and is projected to achieve 50% BTE at the expected operating
speed of 23 ‐ 28Hz. It has an overall length of 81", a bore of 3.2" and stroke (max) of 8.66".
Two‐cycle FPE configurations have historically suffered from charge scavenging problems, i.e.
insufficient charge replenishment and high residuals, as well as charge short‐circuiting. In this
second‐generation SNL engine charge short‐circuiting is expected to be reduced by the utilization
of timed port fuel injection. Intake port injection relies predominantly on in‐cylinder mixing and is
effectively PCCI rather than HCCI. As a ported engine, the piston(s) stroke must be controlled within
an acceptable range for the proper functioning of the ports. Each stroke is dynamically controlled
to attain a specific CR (for the desired combustion), but is variable from one stroke to the next.
The integrated linear electrical alternator is used to control the CR and stroke on a cycle‐to‐cycle
basis (in conjunction with adjustment of the bounce chamber pressure). Note: historic FPE used
other methods (mechanical, hydraulic) for CR and stroke control. Secondary objectives of
controlling the stroke and CR are:
• optimizing HCCI combustion (i.e. holding the CR during the ignition delay),
• effecting load control and
• reducing cyclic variability.
This engine architecture also requires complex power conditioning electronics, a battery bank, as
well as auxiliary compressors and air storage tanks (for controlling the bounce chamber pressure).
Consequently, the engine has a low power density (inherent in this architecture) and incurs a high
cost penalty. Fired testing of the laboratory prototype is anticipated by the end of the summer of
2012. Developing a competitive production version of this engine will be a major challenge.
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